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 Business Intelligence as we know… 

Gazillion Products are available in the 
market 
 
Extensible across Technologies, 
Platforms, Devices 
 
Business people can generate complex 
reports with the pre-defined metrics 
 
Report Generation at ease with no 
need for technical understanding 
 
Reports available at the cost of a dime 
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A Relevant BI solution to get actionable insights quickly 

 If seeing is believing, see how geniSIGHTS evolved…  

Generic not my problem specific. 
 
Why should I pay for what I am 
not going to use? 
 - I can pay for the feature when I need it 

 
User levels not sufficient but 
can’s ask more as it would shoot 
up the costs 
 
I don’t have the bandwidth to 
understand the “simple” 
implementation  instructions 
 
I need advise to represent things 
better and insightful but how? 
 
“It costs a dime” but I need 
much more than that! 

Exactly your Product 

X ROI 

Customizable as you need it 

Enhanced with advanced analytics 

Extensible in cloud & Big Data environment 

Dedicated team building insightful solution 

Scalable BI initiative 

Market offerings Advantage geniSIGHTS 
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Making of the Magical Lamp 

  Years 

Exclusive Projects 

Domains  
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 NREGA DASHBOARD 

Link: http://121.242.232.136:8080/nrega2011/login.jsp 

Multiple possibilities to store content in the format desired by the business 
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  BHEL  
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    RETAIL DASHBOARD 

Link:http://121.242.232.136:8080/aaumreports/tiesar_demo_reports.jsp?id=tiesar_daily_sales_report.rptdesign 
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Fares by airline carrier code 

Top 10 sectors travelled by a company 

    TRAVEL DASHBOARD 
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 TRAVEL  - Receipt knock off 
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Towards business excellence 
Data driven insights 

http://insights.aaumanalytics.com:8081/genisights/portfolio/home.jsp
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Unlock the Genie 

Contact us  : geniSIGHTS@aaumanalytics.com  

Phone           : 044 6646 9877 

Web:  : www.aaumanalytics.com  

Let the magic of insights happen! 
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